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into a mixture of 134 cc. limewater and 1 g. CuSO(-5H20, dissolved in as little water as possible,
adding oil all at once. Here a plastic film of separate, minute solid particles of basic copper sulfate
covers each oil drop. Read Jour. Chem. Soc, 91, 2001 (1907) for further directions and comment.
Exp. 101. Adsorption Films.--Peptize air-dried cellulose nitrate (11 per cent nitrogen) by a mixture of
1 part of amyl acetate and 3 parts of benzene, making it about a 2 per cent solution. Pour enough of
this into a small beaker to give a layer nearly 1 cm. deep. With a pipette, add a very large drop, or
globule, of water and watch it for a few minutes. A visible film quickly forms. Gently tilt the beaker
and distort the drop by rolling it around. Wrinkles in the film demonstrate its toughness...
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It becomes an awesome ebook which i have ever go through. it was writtern quite perfectly and valuable. You will like just how the writer write this ebook.
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It is actually writter in basic phrases and not confusing. I found out this book from my i and dad suggested
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